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Abstract— Inductive coupling is becoming a design concern for
global interconnects in nano-meter technology. This paper shows
measurement results of inductive coupling effect on timing, and
reveals that inductive coupling noise is a practical design issue in
90nm technology. The measured delay change curve is consistent
with circuit simulation results with RLC interconnect model, and
definitely different from those of conventional RC model. Long-
range effect and noise reduction by ground insertion are clearly
observed on silicon.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interconnect noise is becoming an important issue, and
capacitive crosstalk noise has been a well known factor that
causes interconnect delay variation. Nano-meter technology
regime has pushed inductive coupling on a design considera-
tion, and many works are reported based on circuit simulation
[1], [2]. However, simulation models have not been sufficiently
verified, i.e. correlation between simulation and measurement
has been reported only in a few papers [3], [4]. In [3],
though waveform and interconnect delay are demonstrated
with TDT/TDR (time domain reflectmetry/transmission) and
frequency domain measurement, interconnect structures are
much different from practical global interconnects. Recently,
on-chip waveform measurement circuit is widely studied [4]–
[7], and most of them focus on power supply noise [5],
[6]. Inductive coupling noise is much sharper and includes
higher frequency components, and hence it is difficult to
use them. In [4], on-chip oscilloscope is implemented to
observe noise waveform. However, inductive coupling effect
is not observed. Reference [7] shows measurement result of
overshoot waveform by self inductance, but not measured
coupling noise. The measurement circuit requires a dedicated
analog circuit design and large chip area. None of previous
papers clearly measured the effect of inductive coupling noise
on timing in a practical operating condition, though capacitive
coupling noise has been reported (such as [8]).

Contributions of this work in a 90nm technology are:
1) measuring significant amount of delay variation due to
inductive coupling noise in a practical bus structure, 2) veri-
fying interconnect model for circuit simulation, 3) observing
long-range effect of inductive coupling, 4) assessing noise
suppression techniques on silicon such as increasing ground
wires and narrowing signal wires. Our preliminary work [9]
could not observe inductive coupling clearly, because capaci-
tive coupling noise dominates inductive coupling noise and the
performance and functionality of the measurement circuit are
not sufficient. In this work, measurement circuitry is enhanced
with phase interpolators and a bypass circuit for more detailed
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Fig. 1. Depencency of inductive coupling on power lines.

measurement, and wire structures are carefully chosen such
that inductive coupling dominates capacitive coupling.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 explains features of inductive coupling effect. Section 3
describes measurement circuit and interconnect structure. Sec-
tion 4 presents measurement results and discussion. Finally
section 5 concludes this paper.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUCTIVE COUPLING NOISE

This section briefly describes characteristics unique to in-
ductive coupling; dependency on design parameters, long-
range effect and waveform.

Inductive coupling effect is intensified/alleviated by power
lines, driver sizing, and interconnect width. Figure 1 represents
dependency of inductive coupling on power lines. Inductive
coupling between two signal lines strongly relies on the
overlap of current return paths. When there are power lines
wide and close enough, the current loop becomes small and
the inductive coupling to other signal lines gets weak.

A small driver reduces inductive coupling effect, because
a small driver injects less current. In [3], ratio of driver
output impedance to characteristic impedance of interconnect
is referred as one of the metrics which indicate whether
inductive coupling should be considered or not. A narrower
interconnect has larger characteristic impedance, and then
reduces current injected by the driver, which results in smaller
inductive coupling noise. In addition, a narrow interconnect
with high resistivity attenuates coupling noise.

Figure 2 depicts long-range effect of inductive coupling.
Capacitive coupling, which is caused by electric field, is
remarkably reduced by distance and signal line insertion. On
the other hand, inductive coupling originating from magnetic
field is slowly alleviated by distance and signal line insertion.
The right graph in Fig. 2 is an example of the coupling
coefficient between the leftmost interconnect and no.1-4 inter-
connect in the bus structure of Fig. 2. The coupling coefficients
are normalized by the coefficent of no.1 interconnect. The
reduction of the inductive coupling coefficient by the distance
is slower than that of the capacitive coupling coefficient, and
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Fig. 2. Long-range effect of inductive coupling.
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Fig. 3. An example of coupling noise waveform.
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Fig. 4. Measurement circuit structure.

long-range effect of inductive coupling is remarkable. Due
to long-range effect, inductive coupling effect increases by
superposition of noise waveforms from many aggressors.

Figure 3 shows an example of noise waveform consider-
ing capacitive and inductive coupling. A sharp spike mainly
caused by inductive coupling appears first in Fig. 3, followed
by a gentle bump due to capacitive coupling. Inductive effect
is observed in much shorter time than capacitive effect, and
thus inductive coupling causes delay variation in short timing
range. The sharpness makes it difficult to measure inductive
coupling noise.

III. MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT STRUCTURE

A. Measurement circuitry

Figure 4 shows the designed circuit to measure interconnect
delay variation due to inductive coupling noise. The measure-
ment circuit consists of a victim and eight aggressors in a
bus-structure, a ring oscillator, a bypass circuit, a counter, and
variable delay circuits.

Delay variation of the victim due to coupling noise is
measured by the counter as cycle time variation of the ring
oscillator. The victim is embedded in the ring oscillator, and
rise and fall signals are input to the victim alternately. The
observed ring oscillator cycle includes the average of rise and
fall signal delays. By using the bypass circuit (Fig. 5), delay
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Fig. 5. Bypass circuit.
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Fig. 6. Phase interpolator.

variations for rise and fall transition at victim are separately
measured. The bypass circuit generates a bypass delay that
is not affected by crosstalk noise. The path selector chooses
the main path delay or the bypass delay according to rise/fall
transition, and then the only rise or fall delay is captured into
the counter and the other is discarded.

Relative transition timing between the victim and aggressors
is changed with the variable delay circuits. The variable delay
circuit consists of a phase interpolator (Fig. 6) [10] and
cascaded inverters with selector. The cascaded inverters insert
up to the delay of 15 inverters (about 200ps), which is a
sufficiently wide timing range for the measurement. The delay
variation appears in a short timing range because of sharp
spike waveform of inductive coupling noise, and transition
timing must be controlled by small time steps. To generate
finer aggressor timing than two-stage inverter delay (2tinv),
we introduce a two-stage phase interpolator that divides 2tinv

by four. The aggressor timing thus can be controlled by tinv/2.
In our implementation, the control and counter signals are

stored in scan-chained flip-flops. Therefore this measurement
can be easily performed by a pattern generator and a logic
analyzer, because all signals are digital and the IO speed of
few MHz is fast enough.

B. Interconnect structure and TEG variations

Figure 7 shows interconnect cross-section of the bus struc-
ture, and summarizes basic parameters. Interconnect length
and width are decided from practical global interconnects with
repeater insertion. We determined the parameters such that
inductive coupling dominates capacitive coupling to clearly
observe delay variation due to inductive coupling noise; suf-
ficiently large driver size, wide interconnect pitch. Non-thick
metal layer (M5) helps to reduce coupling capacitance.

Following summarizes variations of TEGs.
TEG STD

Basic structure TEG with parameters in Fig. 7.
TEG M2POWERLINE

Parallel power lines with width=2µm and pitch=5µm
are located at M2 layer.
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Fig. 7. Interconnect cross section.
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Fig. 8. Micrograph of fabricated chip.

TEG NARROWWIRE
Interconnect width is narrowed to 0.14µm.

TEG SMALLDRIVE
Driver size is decreased to 8X.

TEG LARGELOAD
Receiver load is increased to 32X.

TEG NODECAP
Decoupling caps. nearby drivers are removed.

TEG STD is designed to measure the delay variation
due to inductive coupling clearly. TEG M2POWERLINE,
TEG NARROWWIRE, TEG SMALLDRIVE are intended
to evaluate the alleviation of inductive coupling effect.
TEG LARGELOAD is to evaluate how the receiver loading
affects delay change curve. TEG NODECAP aims to reveal
whether existence of decoupling capacitance very close to
drivers affects inductive coupling noise.

A chip in Fig. 8 is fabricated in a 90nm CMOS process
with six metal layers and supply voltage is 1.0V.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULT

A. Verification of inductive coupling effect

Delay variation is computed from measured ring oscillator
cycle. Average of five measurements is adopted for the cycle
time. Delay variation shown in this paper is average results of
three chips. The standard deviation of 200 measurement results
is 0.355ps, which demonstrates that our measurement has a
good reproductivity to discuss a several ps delay variation.

Measurement results are compared with circuit simulation
results. Two interconnect models are used: 1) RLC-distributed
ladder model (RLC model), and 2) RC-distributed ladder
model (RC model). Resistance (R), capacitance (C) and induc-
tance (L) of interconnects are extracted by a 3D field solver
[11]. R and L values at 17GHz (significant frequency of driver-
input [12]) are adopted for circuit simulation.

Figure 9 shows delay variation when all aggressors and
victim make rise transition. Relative transition timing between
victim and aggressors is changed where all aggressors change
simultaneously. There is a remarkable difference between RC
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Fig. 9. Delay change due to coupling noise on TEG STD.
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Fig. 10. Measurement result of delay change on TEG STD at aggressor
timing = 180ps.

and RLC models in range of 20-60ps aggressor timing, which
comes from consideration of inductive coupling. The curve of
the measurement result follows the simulation result with RLC
model, which reveals inductive coupling affects interconnect
delay considerably in 90nm technology. This result indicates
that RLC-distributed ladder model is effective for noise-aware
timing analysis. The difference of delay variation between
measurement and RLC simulation result is found in the
range of below 0ps and over 60ps aggressor timing. This
difference is due to power supply noise by aggressors which
is not considered in simulation. Figure 10 indicates that delay
increase at aggressor timing = 180ps, where the aggressor and
victim transitions are not overlapped, is proportional to number
of active aggressors and implies that measurement delay is
increased by power supply noise slightly.

We next changed the transition direction between the ag-
gressors and the victim, and measured delay change curve.
Figure 11 includes two curves; victim rise and aggressor fall,
and victim fall and aggressor rise. As the transition timing gets
closer, the delay variation decreases, which is different from
Fig. 9. This result confirm that the measured delay variation
comes from interconnect coupling noise. The bypass circuit in
Fig. 5 enables us to measure two delay change curves for rise
and fall transitions separately.

B. Evaluation of inductive coupling characteristics

Figure 12 demonstrates long-range effect of inductive cou-
pling. We measured delay variation caused by four active ag-
gressors varying aggressor positions. As the active aggressors
become distant, the delay variation becomes small, but its
decreasing speed is slow. Even though two quiet wires exist
between the aggressors and victim, the delay variation is only
reduced to the half, because inductive coupling is not easily
shielded by signal lines and is slowly weakened by distance.

Figures 13-16 demonstrate how much noise suppression
techniques and design parameters influence delay variation
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Fig. 11. Measurement result of delay change on TEG STD.
Opposite direction transitions are shown.
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Fig. 12. Measurement result of delay change when far aggressors are active.

comparing with TEG STD.
(a) Adding parallel ground wires in the lower layer

(TEG M2POWERLINE) reduces delay variation by
3ps, because inductive coupling becomes weak.

(b) Narrowing signal interconnects
(TEG NARROWWIRE) decreases delay variation
by 4ps, because higher resistance of narrower wires
damps inductive effects.

(c) Reducing driver sizes (TEG SMALLDRIVE) de-
creases delay variation, because a driver with high
output impedance injects less voltage and current into
interconnects.

(d) Enlarging receiver loading (TEG LARGELOAD) in-
creases susceptive timing range, because slower re-
ceiver transition makes timing range wider to be
attacked by inductive noise.

(e) Reducing adjacent decoupling capacitance (TEG -
NODECAP) does not affect measurement results.

The above measurements (a)-(d) agree with qualitative discus-
sion and circuit simulation, which clarifies noise suppression
techniques developed based on simulation will be effective.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we measured a significant effect of inductive
coupling on timing in 90nm global interconnects, and revealed
inductive coupling has become a practical design issue in
advanced technologies. Interconnect models are evaluated, and
RLC-distributed ladder model follows measurement results.
We also verified characteristics unique to inductive coupling,
such as long-range effect and shielding effect by ground
wires on silicon. Mitigation effects of inductive coupling with
power lines, driver sizing, and narrowed wire are verified from
measurement results.
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Fig. 14. Measurement of
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